The Theme of the 26th annual March for Life activities, January 21 - 22, 1999, is:

**For What Shall It Profit A Man,**

*if He Gain the Whole World, and Lose His Own Soul?*

The MARCH FOR LIFE Fund Directors, considering a theme for the 1999 March, were painfully aware that our prolife movement suffers from a long-term classical tug of war between temporal gain and eternal reward — a tug of war for the soul of each person and the soul of our American society. The problem is created when even one person acts as if some of the feminists/abortionists’ untenable and evil agenda items are acceptable. The tool is untenable compromise to gain a vote here and a vote there on issues of public policy affecting a person or our whole society.

Thus, the theme of our 26th annual March for Life is: **For What Shall It Profit A Man, if He Gain the Whole World, and Lose His Own Soul?**

The March for Life Fund selected this theme to focus on the absolute evil permeating our society which now participates in the intentional killing of innocent born and preborn human beings in existence at fertilization. This evil flows primarily, of course, from efforts of men and women who embrace the feminists/abortionists’ agenda of selfishness and hate. Feminists/abortionists use terms such as “choice” and “privacy” to try to justify intentionally killing a preborn human being and to deny the truth that abortion is murder and can never be “legal.” Thus, in obfuscating the right meaning of words, they participate in the innocent blood of preborn human persons for many types of temporal gain.

And, after 26 years of Roe v. Wade, we see that this evil also continues to flow from the efforts of some men and women who say that they are prolife and then act in accord with the feminists/abortionists’ evil agenda. These men and women may have achieved a relatively high social, clerical, professional, economic, academic, and political status in the temporal world. But, in order to gain a certain vote, they may lend their support and status to a colleague with an abortion agenda. In so doing, they, unfortunately, may place organizational loyalty over prolife principles, and do great disservice to the right to life of preborn persons, to the prolife tone of our society, and to grassroots prolife volunteers educational work.

Similarly, we may see a purported proiler support an “exception clause,” which is abortionists’ policy designed intentionally to kill some preborns. Or, support taxes for such killings. Or, a purported proiler may support abortionists’ appointees for judge, medical officer or other public offices.

Grassroots prolife volunteers ache when it appears that a “proiler” might prize gaining a vote for a feminists/abortionists’ policy over faithfully supporting the Life Principles.

The Life Principles, in general, provide that the right to life of each human being is vested at fertilization. The unalienable right to life of each human person — born and preborn — shall be preserved and protected by our Constitution. A pregnant mother and her preborn child shall have equal care and protection. When in doubt as to whether there is a human life to be protected, man and society shall opt in favor of life.

As we learn from the Nuremberg Trials, no one and no government has the capacity in the law of God or man intentionally to kill even one innocent born or preborn human person in existence at fertilization, or to authorize anyone else to do so. *No Exceptions! No Compromise!* Thus, born persons and a society acting only for temporal gain, will, at some time, suffer consequences of shame and punishment. History shows us this pattern, as today America suffers slavery, Germany suffers Hitler’s Final Solution, and the world suffers abortion — all evil deeds of man and society for temporal gain.

**The Prolife Course.** Undeterred by 26 years of suffering untold obstacles, proilers continue to educate America of her responsibility to protect the right to life of each human person at fertilization. We work and pray for abortion victims, including feminists/abortionists — all for the love of God, of born and preborn Neighbor, and of our Country.

(Please note the design of our 1999 T-Shirt, on page 07, which highlights an “Official Ballot” coming out of the world on fire, and our preborn brother or sister trying to hang on for dear life. It is questionable that any ballot can be “official” if it violates our unalienable and paramount right to life. This multi-colored design is very thought-provoking and impressive.)
We're Bearing Fruit

Dear Friend:

The impact that a Christian organization is making on society is reflected in the people it helps spiritually. God calls this "bearing fruit." I invite you to read the stories of four people Post Abortion Ministries (P.A.M.) has helped.

Mary — A bitter, anti-man, post-abortion woman, came to our post-abortion workshop because a friend "dragged" her there! At the beginning of the workshop, "Mary" would not even speak to any of the men present. However, "Mary" listened to our teachings, took notes, and seriously contemplated what was said. At the end of the workshop "Mary" came up to Leigh, gave him a hug, and thanked him for teaching her. This woman had literally changed and become the beautiful person God wanted her to be within forty-eight hours. "Mary's" countenance was radiant, and we could only thank God and praise Him for the work of the Holy Spirit in the life of this young woman who was eager to incorporate the teachings of the Bible into her own life.

Jean — Many post-abortion women and men believe they are lower than "lowest" of human beings. Because of this belief, these women and men often participate in self-destructive behaviors. "Jean" was so promiscuous that she lost count of the number of men with whom she had sexual intercourse. She aborted six babies, each fathered by a different man. Although "Jean" had attended church her entire life, she never understood the need to have a personal relationship with Jesus Christ. Jean prayed to become a Christian and immediately expressed a deep desire to know more about Jesus. Leigh and I invited "Jean" into our home for a weekend of intense discipleship. That was four years ago. "Jean" has since written and called on several occasions. She has repented of her sin of fornication, is actively serving her living Lord by working with young women in her church and at a pregnancy center, and has told us that she now lives to be a godly example to the teenage girls with whom she works. That's fruit!

Sue — Post-abortion women who have not told their spouses or fiancés about their
past abortion(s) frequently attend our workshops. Following the dinner break at one of our workshops, a woman returned with a smile of joy on her face, obviously eager to tell the group what had happened during dinner. "Sue" had dined with her fiancé. During dinner "Sue" told him about her past, including her abortion. "Sue's" face sparkled with joy as she told us that her fiancé had said that "Sue's" abortion was in her past and he loved her for the woman she was now. "Sue" had placed her trust in God regarding the outcome of disclosing the truth about her past abortion. As I write this, tears come to my eyes, and I thank God for the blessings that come when we hear and obey the Holy Spirit's leading.

Jim — "Jim" called us on the telephone because he was deeply troubled by his failure to convince his wife not to abort their unborn child. Tormented and self-accusing, he needed something more than my compassion and understanding. He needed a Savior. Across the miles via telephone, I told "Jim" of Jesus Christ, His death, burial, and resurrection in atonement for "Jim's" personal sins. I explained that Jesus understands our deepest needs and can forgive, comfort, and strengthen us in any situation. "Jim" placed his faith in Jesus as the One who took his place on the cross. As we talked during the next several months, "Jim" began to grow in his knowledge of our mighty God. He forgave his wife for aborting their child. He now ministers to other men who grieve the loss of an aborted child. He learned that Jesus never fails. I have never personally met "Jim" on this earth, but one day "Jim" and I will meet in heaven and he will tell me about the fruit he has born to God's glory!

Did you weep tears of joy as you read? Now you have a good idea of what we've been doing for the past seven years. I could write hundreds of pages filled with similar stories about other people who are being helped as we faithfully teach God's Word. Thank God with us for this rich spiritual harvest.

Leigh and I direct Post Abortion Ministries (P-A-M) from a home office. We do everything possible to keep expenses low. But we simply can't continue this ministry without substantially increased monthly support. We need your help to purchase paper and to print booklets and brochures, to pay for long distance telephone calls, and to give resources to needy people.

Our current monthly pledged support is $466. That's not much, is it? We must increase that amount to $2000. If you believe God is using our outreach to bear spiritual fruit by changing women and men from the inside out, please give generously.

Christians are all branches being fed by the same vine, Jesus Christ. Help us to continue to bear fruit to God's glory. Thank you.

Serving Jesus with great joy!

Pam Koerbel, Director

P.S. God has set priorities. Please give your tithes and offerings to your local church before you contribute to Post Abortion Ministries (P-A-M).
America's #1 Abortionist Sues L.A. Pro-Life Activist! He Wants to Take What Little Money Tim Wilson Has and Stop His Vital Baby-Saving Work — All Because of What Tim Found in the Abortion Mill's Garbage!

Dr. Edward Allred is desperate. He's the owner of 20 abortion mills in California, and rakes in millions of dollars a year spilling the blood of innocent babies. But now his wealth and his multi-million-dollar income are threatened by pro-life activist Tim Wilson's shocking discovery.

So Allred is lashing back with a million-dollar lawsuit against Tim. Here's how you can help Tim defend himself and disrupt Allred's baby killing operation at the same time...

Dear Friend of the Threatened Unborn Child,

An outrageous lawsuit has been filed against L.A. pro-life activist Tim Wilson by America's #1 abortionist, Edward Allred, owner of Family Planning Associates.

Allred wants to take what little money Tim and his wife, Colette, have and put an end to their baby-saving activities. What "crime" did Tim commit?

Tim testifies that . . .

He went through the trash dumpsters behind Allred's 20 killing centers -- which is 100% legal under California law -- looking for information about doctors and others employed by Allred.

But he was shocked to discover discarded medical information about more than 10,000 former patients -- information Allred is required by law to keep confidential.

So Tim Wilson mailed a letter to all 10,000 women, telling them about Allred's irresponsible actions.

Allred Could Lose Millions!

Naturally, many patients were outraged at what Allred had done, and 125 of them have joined a class-action suit against him -- a suit on behalf of all 10,000!

(go to page 2)
This lawsuit could cost Allred tens of millions of dollars in damages -- and, by the grace of God, possibly even put an end to Allred's child-killing once and for all!

Considering that an estimated 100,000 children are butchered in Allred's mills each year, this would be a tremendous victory for the unborn.

But Allred isn't taking Tim's actions lying down. He's furious that Tim obtained the discarded medical records. And he's getting his revenge by suing Tim.

Allred hasn't put a number on the damages he expects Tim to pay, but when you consider the damage to Allred's business and reputation, he'll probably wind up asking for several million dollars. He also hopes to make Tim pay for any damages awarded in the class-action lawsuit.

Not surprisingly, Allred's case has no legal merit. But Allred doesn't care. He has the money and the lawyers to press his suit forward.

And Allred knows Tim doesn't have the money to mount a strong defense, so he's counting on a quick, overwhelming victory.

**This Lawsuit Is Already Killing Babies**

Tragically, Allred has already won one terrible victory. You see, for the last four years Tim's wife Colette has done sidewalk counseling at Allred's Inglewood clinic. And every week -- with the help of the Holy Spirit -- she has saved two to five babies from abortion. But fighting this lawsuit has all but put an end to her sidewalk counseling, which means numerous babies whose lives Colette could have saved are now being butchered.

We must not allow Edward Allred to win any more victories. We simply can't let wealthy baby-killers use the courts to harass, intimidate, and stop heroic pro-lifeers such as the Wilsons. Therefore, whenever a frivolous lawsuit is filed against a brave pro-lifer, we must be there to help them.

That's one reason the Life Legal Defense Foundation (LLDF) has decided to help Tim and Colette Wilson defeat Allred in court.

My name is Dana Cody. I'm the Executive Director of LLDF. We specialize in defending pro-life activists against frivolous lawsuits filed by abortionists and government agencies. We also help women who have been injured by abortion to sue their abortionists.

**How Allred's Blunder Could Save Thousands of Babies**

This case is especially important to LLDF and to the pro-life movement. In fact, it could be the biggest opportunity we've ever had to save thousands -- perhaps tens of thousands -- of tiny babies from abortion. Please let me explain...
One of the first things we'll do in defending Tim Wilson is to take depositions from Edward Allred and many of his hundreds of employees and associates. We'll get to pry into Allred's life, his finances, his practices, everything.

Only Allred knows what slimy secrets he's hiding. And since this is the first time Allred has sued a pro-lifer on behalf of his company and his many employees, the door is wide open to depose all of them.

What's more, while his abortionists and employees are being deposed, they can't slaughter unborn babies. LLDF will stick to the proper questions, but it will still be a time-consuming process.

And many of Allred's employees are desperate to avoid it. They're terribly guilt-ridden about what they do for a living. Having to sit in a room and answer tough questions from a Christian lawyer is more than they can bear. Many of them will simply quit their jobs rather than face us — especially when they know they may also be called to testify in court.

They're also terrified that word will get out about what they do for a living. You see, if there's one thing those in the baby-killing industry fear, it's exposure. They don't want their friends, neighbors, or family members to know that they butcher children for a living.

They're so worried about word getting out that they even want to testify in court anonymously so their names won't appear in the court records.

We're hoping that when we shine the bright light of truth on what they do for a living, they'll abandon Allred like rats jumping from a sinking ship. And that means lives saved!

**Abortionist Quits and Hundreds of Babies are Saved**

In fact, we've learned that two abortionists have already quit because — using information gathered from the dumpsters — the Wilsons let their neighbors know what they do for a living. The result: abortion numbers at one of the clinics immediately dropped by 25%!

You see, when an abortionist isn't available, appointments must be rescheduled and walk-ins can't be accommodated. Better yet, we've found that many of these women never return. Any delay forces them to reconsider their decision and oftentimes their conscience and their motherly instincts overwhelm whatever motives drove them to the abortuary in the first place.

**The Baby-Killers Will Win Unless We Help Tim Wilson**

The only way Allred can escape these problems is if Tim and LLDF don't get the money we need to finance a strong defense. That's precisely what Allred and his lawyers are counting on. And that's why I'm writing this special letter to you.

We need your help if we're to properly defend Tim. As activists who have sacrificed virtually their entire lives to the pro-life cause, the Wilsons don't have much money. And LLDF simply doesn't have the resources to fund Tim's entire defense.

(go to page 4)
To help Tim, we need to raise $57,000 right away. That's a bare minimum to go ahead with this case. You are one of the few people who cares enough to give generously to help save babies from abortion.

Are you one of those who could make a truly heroic sacrifice of $1,000 or even $5,000? Dare I hope?

Or perhaps you can give $500, $250, or $100. We need gifts of all sizes to raise the money we need. Even gifts of $75, $50, or $35 will help. Every penny will bring us closer to that $57,000 goal and help ensure we get the funds we so desperately need to mount an adequate defense.

Your Free Gift

If you send us a generous contribution of $50 or more, we'll send you a free copy of an 80-page report Tim has prepared that provides the details of both the class-action lawsuit filed by Allred's former patients, and the lawsuit Allred has filed against Tim. You'll discover exactly how Tim caused so much trouble for the nation's #1 abortionist.

Don't Let This Child-Killer Get Away

Edward Allred is counting on you ignoring this plea for help. Please don't make his dream come true. Don't let him escape this small attempt to exact a little justice for all the blood he has spilled. Instead, consider how Tim put himself on the line for tiny babies... consider how tirelessly Tim and Colette have worked to save babies... consider the hundreds of babies they've saved — and then send us the help we so desperately need to defend Tim.

If we don't get it, we could lose this case by default. And that would be a tragedy, not just for Tim and his family, but for pro-lifers and babies across America. We can't let that happen. We can't let Allred win just because he has more money -- money gained by killing innocent babies. And if you'll help us with a generous donation, it won't happen.

Tim, LLDF, and thousands of unborn children are counting on you. Don't let this opportunity pass by. Please send your maximum contribution today.

For Life,

Dana Cody
Executive Director

P.S. Edward Allred is responsible for probably more prenatal homicides than anyone else in North America. Indeed, though he'd find stiff competition in Communist China, he may well be the #1 abortionist in the world. If we can put even a small dent in his baby-killing machine, thousands of babies could be saved from the horrors of abortion. Please help us make that happen by sending your most sacrificial gift today.
October 1, 1997

Banning Partial-Birth Abortion:
Stopping Legalized Infanticide

Dear Representative:

On behalf of the families that Family Research Council represents, we would like to thank you for taking a stand against legalized infanticide and voting in favor of the Partial-Birth Abortion Ban (H.R.1122). As we now know, thousands of these partial-birth abortion procedures are performed and on healthy women carrying healthy babies, generally in the fifth and sixth month of pregnancy. In addition, we now know that this procedure can even harm the mother and it is never medically necessary.

What the Procedure Is:
Partial-birth abortions involve killing partially-delivered babies usually from the fifth month into the later stages of pregnancy. This inhumane procedure consists of partially delivering the live baby feet first with only the head inside the mother’s womb. The head remains in the uterus while the abortionist kills the baby by stabbing surgical scissors into the base of its head, then suctioning out the brain by a small tube, and then completing the delivery of the now-dead baby. The legislation prohibits the performance of this procedure except to save the mother’s life.

What the American Medical Association Says:
“[T]he partial delivery of a living fetus for the purpose of killing it outside the womb is ethically offensive to most Americans and physicians. Our panel could not find any identified circumstances in which the procedure was the only safe and effective abortion method.”
—AMA Executive Vice President P. John Seward, M.D., Letter to Senate Sponsor Rick Santorum, May 19, 1997.

What the Abortionist Who “Invented” the Procedure Says:
The tragedy of partial-birth abortions is that most are performed for purely “elective” reasons, as are a majority of the total number of abortions. Abortionist Martin Haskell told the *American Medical News* (July 5, 1993) that, “I’ll be quite frank: most of my abortions are elective in that 20-24 week range... In my particular case, probably 20% [of partial-birth abortions] are [performed] for genetic reasons. And the other 80% are purely elective...”
What the Abortion Rights Advocate Admits to:
The March 3, 1997 *American Medical News*’ story cited Ron Fitzsimmons, executive director of
the National Coalition of Abortion Providers, as “lying through his teeth” about the frequency
and necessity of partial-birth abortion procedures. According to the *New York Times*’ February
26, 1997 article, “He [Mr. Fitzsimmons] now says the procedure is performed far more
often than his colleagues have acknowledged, and on healthy women bearing healthy
fetuses.”

What an Ob/Gyn Who’s Delivered Over 2,000 Babies Says:
“Consider the grave danger involved in partial-birth abortion ... [a] women’s cervix is
forcibly dilated over several days. This risks creating an incompetent cervix, a leading cause of
subsequent premature delivery. It also risks serious infection, a major cause of subsequent
infertility. ... Partial birth abortion is a partially blind procedure, done by feel, thereby risking
scissor injury to the mother’s uterus and laceration of the cervix or lower uterine segment. Either
the scissors or the bony shards of spicules of the baby’s perforated and disrupted skull bones
can roughly rip into the large blood vessels which supply the lower part of the lush pregnant
uterus, resulting in immediate and massive bleeding and the threat of shock, immediate
hysterectomy, blood transfusion, and even death to the mother.”
—Camilla C. Hersh, M.D., F.A.C.O.G. and member of Physicians’ Ad Hoc Coalition

What You Can Do Now:
The House must vote again on the Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act (H.R. 1122), as amended by
the Senate and as endorsed by the American Medical Association. You have the opportunity to
once again vote to protect these innocent babies, who are in the process of being born, by
passing H.R. 1122. We look forward to your continued support for the Partial-Birth
Abortion Ban Act.

Sincerely,

Gary L. Bauer
Gary L. Bauer
President
Only Tyrants Shed Innocent Blood

by Robert G. Morrison

“These six things doth the LORD hate: yea, seven are an abomination unto him: A proud look, a lying tongue, and hands that shed innocent blood; ...” Proverbs 6:17 (KJV)

Dr. James Dobson wrote a remarkable letter recently to friends and supporters of Focus on the Family. He wrote of the five days in May 1940, when England and freedom in the world seemed to be in jeopardy. Reading his letter, I was inspired again by those stern times and the words of defiance spoken by Winston Churchill, England’s great wartime prime minister. When President Kennedy signed a bill in 1963 giving honorary U.S. citizenship to our ally, he said Churchill had “mobilized the English language and sent it into battle.”

Churchill stood firm, even when Hitler’s bombers were raining death and destruction at his doorstep. He addressed these words to the Fuhrer: “We will have no truck or parley with you or the grisly gang who work your wicked will. You do your worst and we will do our best.” We, too, must do our best and rally opposition against the radical evil, the “wicked will” represented by the Supreme Court’s ruling in Carhart v. Stenberg. This ruling declares that it is legal to puncture the skull of an innocent, nearly born child and suck out her brains—a procedure that ranks with the worst cruelty, the worst injustice that has ever been known.

The ruling in Carhart v. Stenberg is an assault on the fundamental principle of justice: Innocent human life may never be attacked directly. Churchill said democracy is based on the idea that “it is better to count heads than to bash them.” Apparently, the Supreme Court believes it is OK to bash heads before they can be counted. The judges who wrote this opinion claim to be speaking with legitimate constitutional authority. In fact, their action is a violent assault on our Constitution and a blatant denial of the core truth of the Declaration of Independence: that the unalienable right to life is the first right granted by our Creator.

At Gettysburg, President Lincoln said America was “a nation conceived in liberty and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal.” The Carhart ruling denies that we are created, and that unborn children have any rights whatsoever. Thirty-two states now forbid partial-birth abortion. Where do we find the founder’s vision of America or Lincoln’s new birth of freedom in the words used by the Court to strike down these laws? This Court’s audacity reminds us that judicial activism, rampant across the land, places our very concept of a democratic republic in peril. The fate of our nation and the freedoms we enjoy hang in the balance.

“We fight by ourselves alone but not for ourselves alone,” Churchill said of Britain’s struggle against Hitler’s tyranny. Churchill’s spirit of defiance is what we need now. We must resist the radical evil of partial-birth abortion because ours is a world cause. Millions of people around the world are praying for our success. Here, in this favored land, we still have the right to speak, to pray, to write, and to assemble. Let us, therefore, cry out against the cruelty and injustice of this odious ruling. With God’s help, we may yet see an America restored to liberty and justice for all.

For information on how you can peaceably protest this odious ruling and protect the unborn children, please call 1-800-225-4008.